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With Best Compliments



          With Best Compliments  

                EIP ENVIRO, NOIDA 

                                              

                      POINT LEVEL SENSOR      FLOW / NO-FLOW DETECTION       DUST / EMISSION SENSOR 

                   

                       SILO / BIN INVENTORY SYSTEM                             LEVEL BY 3D TECHNOLOGY 
     

                                             
    LEVEL BY SOUND TECHNOLOGY                      LEVEL BY RADAR TECHNOLOGY 
      

         WEY KNIFE GATE VALVES 

 CONTACT US : 

EIP ENVIRO LEVEL CONTROLS PVT LTD 
B-45, SECTOR - 8, NOIDA – 201 301 (U.P.) 

TEL. NO.: 0120-2421831 & 2421832 
FAX NO.: 0120-2421833 

EMAIL : rgoyal@vsnl.com 
              Visit us www.eipenviroindia.com 









BASE STATION BS2 

ANALOG/DIGITAL 
SIGNAL 

TYPE : 550 ZB / ZBV

RS232

2.4 GHz  BASED COMMUNICATION SOLUTION
Integral I/O wireless Transreceiver
Type -550ZB/550ZBV

Type 550ZB : Battery Operated, AI (4-20mA) - 2/4 Nos.
WMS Software                             AO (4-20mA) - 2 Nos.
                                                      DO - 2/4 Nos.
Type 550ZBV : 230V AC Operated, AI (0-2V/4-20mA)- 2 Nos.
SCADA Software                              DI - 2 Nos.

Distance : 1 KM or Multiple (Line of Sight)
*

2.4GHz Base Station BS2 2.4GHz Transreceiver 550ZB

2.4GHz Receiver 550ZBR 2.4GHz Transreceiver 550ZBV

Transreceiver 2.4 Ghz 

WMS Software

SCADA

TYPE : 550 ZB

TYPE : 550 ZBV

V. AUTOMAT & INSTRUMENTS (P) LTD.

BRANCHES IN BARODA, MUMBAI, KOLKATA, JAMSHEDPUR, SECUNDERABAD & CHENNAI

AUTOMAT HOUSE
Phone
E-mail

Website

, F-61, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I, New Delhi - 110 020, INDIA
 : 47627200 (40 Lines)  Fax : 091-11-26819440
: vautomat@airtelmail. in; vautomat@vsnl.com

 : www.vautomat.com

See Website for address  (Specifications can change without prior notice)

Wireless Products
(Based on 2.4GHz, GSM & GPRS Communication)



A brand of Pyrotech Marketing & Projects Private Limited

At Pyrotech World we provide a world of Products and Services

  Process Automation
Programmable Logic Control(PLC), SCADA & Drives 
Wireless
CCTV 
Energy Monitoring & Management Systems 

  Electrical Automation
LT & HT Panels 
CRP & SAS (Substation Automation) 
MFTs, RTUs & SCADA 

  Industrial Communication
PROFIBUS
Modbus
Ethernet
Foundation Fieldbus
OPC (Open Platform Communications) 

  Control and Instrumentation  
Detailed Engineering   Panels, Instrument Data Sheets & Selection 
Field Engineering   Cable Engineering, Instrument Hook-up Diagrams 
Erection, Installation of Panels & Instruments 
Testing, Loop checking 
Calibration
Cold Commissioning 

  Architectural Services
Industrial Architecture 
Industrial Interiors 
Control Room Turnkey Solutions 
Green Buildings Consultancy 
Landscape Strategies 
Plant Diagnostic Walk-through, flyover three Dimensional Visualizations 
Ergonomic Studies 
Plant Process Mimics 
Displays & Signages 

Pyrotech Marketing & Projects Pvt. Ltd., 
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The International Society of Automation

In 2010 a new revision of the IEC 61508 was formally 
published. The previous version dated back to 1998 
and since then it is used in the Oil and Gas industry for 

the Oil and Gas industry is used.  

thicknesses, but also the safety system to protect the 
lower pressure part.

emergency shut-down valve which would close upon 
high pressure down-stream of the control valve. 

be installed. This of course had limits while real big 

Therefore instrumented safety shut-down systems 

standard as well. But for these Instrumented systems 
no standards were available. The clients simply added 

capacity remains which may then evacuate leakage 

relied on redundancy and actually required 3 valves 

Then in the late 90’s people would start to think about 
how reliable these systems were and the IEC 61508 

If applied in huge steps this standard would say about 

In case the high pressure can severely damage the 
vessel and then cause injury or death to people in 
the vicinity of the separator. 

In case the pressure rise is rapid.

Based on the 1998 version we would then, if we forget 
all the other important requirements and focus on the 
hardware fault tolerance only, be able to apply a single 

than 90%, referring to IEC61508 table 2 architectural 
constraints on type A safety-related subsystems. The 

dangerous detected failures to all failures.

This means in case we have many safe failures and 
many detected failures we can reduce the number of 

Over the past years this was usually done by means of 

devices were added to detect dangerous failures. All 

The standard is quite clear that the dangerous 
detected failures should be detected by what was 

measure and monitor and based on that decide if the 
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safety mission.

tolerance would be that now instead of having a total 

equipment.

In 2003 the IEC 61511 was published. This standard is 
mainly for end-users and integrators and not for the 
manufacturers of elements. However this standard 

paragraph 11.4.4 table 6). This table requires a 1 out 

reduced to 1oo2.

The 2010 release of the IEC 61508 has more emphasis 

hardware fault tolerance of the element. The longest 

of the system in case of failure, this would normally 
be 8 to 24 hours. The shortest interval actually would 

the standard. 

stringent in the new revision. A safe failure is where 
the system goes to the safe state without a demand. 

actuator which will have only one safe failure. This is 
the failure of the seal at the actuator, a failure of this 
seal would evacuate the air or hydraulic pressure and 
as such the springs can close the valve.                

Naturally you could also think of dynamic forces that 

big enough to perform full closure and would make 

element because the solenoid would spuriously trip 
would be a safe failure of the solenoid and not the 

would close the valve and such spurious trip would 

part failures are described as well now and may not be 

element but only to systems having electronics like 

or more would be hard to claim following the 2010 
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The International Society of Automation

increasingly popular as feature to reduce the full 
stroke proof test interval. Also there are documented 

that the target of a proof test should be to reach 100% 
coverage of the proof test it seems to be contradictory 

The standard does indicate that staggered tests or 
imperfect proof tests may be performed, however 

should be documented and archived. In case the 

from the devices are to be considered safety related.

routes to assure a proper hardware fault tolerance 

for the required hardware fault tolerance. If we would 

The new route 2 in the standard is based on the prior 

SIL3 or SIL2 in the high demand mode a hardware 

The term “proven in use” itself is quite clear, although 

suitable for the consumer market, but also the size and 

that safety shut-down valves move in 1-2 seconds per 
inch, which means for a 12 inch minimal 12 seconds. 

second per inch or below 12 seconds.  

Basically this already applied for route 1 while also in 
route 1 dependable failure data are required. In all 
safety systems designed in accordance with the IEC 

As a conclusion it can be said that in the early days of 

the required hardware fault tolerance the IEC 61508 

recommended while the standard sets a target for a 
100% proof test.
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The International Society of Automation

Safety is of paramount concern for any industrial 

of wide variety of safe guarding measures, many 

Some reasons for employing various safe guarding 

environment from harm, conformance to laws and 

to equipments and so on and so forth.

is of almost no interest in IEC 61508 and IEC 61511.

trips is not a good design as industry data shows that 
incidents are much more likely during start-up and 
process shutdowns.

Any well designed safety system balance both safety 

and fault tolerance of the safety Instrumented 

gets blurred and then the confusion starts.

There are many ways in which we can provide 

that are designed with various levels of redundancies 

failures. The probability of random hardware failures 
can be assessed from the reliability data provided by 

schemes. If common cause failures are ignored, then 

that the conclusions are completely independent to 
any commercially available vendor products or their 
opinions.
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or process plant when nothing is actually wrong. ISA 

a normally energised SIS will fail with its outputs de-
energised. This is called probability of failing safely 

There is a probability that a normally energised 
SIS will fail with its outputs energised. This is called 

below.

One important feature of any safety system is its 
ability to detect a failure and to manage the failures. 

architectures. The measure of this ability is known 

adding failure rates of detected failures and dividing by 
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failures are called covert failures and detected only by 

life span of component. 

connected that  at least “n” of the “m” channels to be 

This architecture consists of two channels connected 

signals are shared between two channels and this 

tests in either channel detect a fault then the output 

that cannot be allocated to either channel, then the 

the channels shall be independent of each other. Thus 
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output signals, such that the output state is changed if two channels give a similar result.  Whatever two or 
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